1 Noesis is a cultural foundation, created by Didier Coste and other writers. Noesis (meaning 'cognitive process' in Greek) has so far published some thirty experimental novels. See 'Didier Coste' (Arpel 2007) . 2 For more details on the author, see 'Dider Coste (CV disponible)' (Coste N.d.) and 'Didier Coste' (Arpel 2007) . 3 Throughout this essay the inverted commas around 'bilingual' indicate that the term presents definitional challenges. A standard dictionary definition considers as bilingual any person 'using or able to use two languages especially with equal fluency' ('Bilingual' 2009) . Notwithstanding this deceptively simple definition, bilingualism is 'overused in an informal way' (Cantone 2007: 1) as people disregard a bilingual person's proficiency and competency, which may vary from a mere ability to speak two languages to near-native mastery. As Nancy Huston says: 'Il y a bilingues et bilingues. Les vrais et les faux ' (1999: 53) (There are two types of bilingual people: real ones and fake ones). Such relativism underwrites the 'Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching, Assessment' (Council of Europe 2008). Some linguists only apply the term bilingual to 'describe a person who has been exposed to both languages from birth on' (Cantone 2007: xvii) , whereas others disregard the origins and causes of bilingualism, and concentrate instead on cognitive processes and issues pertaining to pragmatics and sociolinguistics (Grosjean 1992; Romaine 1995 In this instance, as in many others in this text, Coste demonstrates how language learning and language use are part of individuals' transcultural adventures. Besides being a personal challenge, mastering a language unsettles one's identity, and reflects the emotional nature, and struggle, of transculturation (Toups 2008: n.p.) . Switching languages may therefore result in losing one's personal identity as one settles into 'l'imitation, le faire-semblant, le théâtre' (imitation, make-belief, theatrics) (Huston 1999: 30) . 10 Huston's words clearly mirror Joël's own feelings.
For a novel so remarkable for its use of two languages, and numerous musings on writers and writing, observations on language use per se are surprisingly sparse, and all the more significant. Another instance is Matilda confiding to a friend how hard she tried when she first went to Europe to 'speak perfect French and Italian; each word, each intonation was almost a matter of life and death … at least a matter of honour'
(184). Jacques, her French tutor at the time, had awarded her flawless oral examination a high distinction. She now recollects this achievement and the efforts leading to it with some puzzlement, as if unsure why mastering French was so important to her. After all, it did not prevent Jacques from breaking up with her. Her puzzlement is at the lack of correlation between 'scholastic perfection [and] their perfect life together' (184).
Mastering someone else's language was her way of showing love, a perfection that was seductive for a time, but that could not sustain the relationship. Choosing one language over another is at once an act of love and a potential betrayal.
If we accept that languages carry with them a worldview that is distinctive, then by using both languages Coste gets closer and is more truthful to his French and Australian characters' inner worlds. Since interior monologues occupy a large part of the text the characters acquire more psychological depth. A paradoxical effect then for a novel that is profoundly influenced by hyperrealism 11 and experimental writing is that the use of the two languages adds a touch of realism.
10 Nancy Huston is an English-speaking Canadian living in France, who chose to write her award-winning novels in French. For Huston's views on exile and languages, see Rice (2008) . 11 The publication announcement in Formules describes the novel thus: 'Dans la lignée des grands romans de ville, Days in Sydney se joue en contrepoint, alliant l'hyperréalisme du détail quotidien aux prestiges de la fresque narrative' (2005b) (In the wake of great urban novels Days in Sydney progresses through dichotomies associating the hyperrealism of daily minutiae to the stature of a narrative fresco.)
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The aesthetics of bilingualism For Jacques, however, language use goes beyond pragmatism, identity politics or affectivity to enter the realm of aesthetics as the following comment on his mother tongue intimates:
la langue française qui était censée être la sienne parce qu'il l'avait, comme Sylvie, apportée avec lui dans ses bagages, lui était devenu un capital étranger, avoir mort et ressassé plutôt qu'organe vivant. (187) (the French language that was supposed to be his since he had, like Sylvie, brought it along with him in his suitcase, had turned into a foreign capital, an asset dead and remembered, rather than a living organ.)
Jacques' inner perception of his mastery of French is one of loss. This also takes the pratiquer une langue étrangère, découvrir en écrivant les difficultés qui lui sont propres, en même temps que les possibilités qu'offrent grammaire, syntaxe, prosodie, permet sans doute de prendre ses distances par rapport à la langue natale, de la percevoir dans son étrangeté. (Dollé 2003: 49-50) (Practicing a foreign language, and discovering as you are writing its intrinsic difficulties, as well as the possibilities offered by its grammar, syntax, rhythm,undoubtedly allows you to step back from your mother tongue, and contemplate it in all its strangeness.)
And yet, as Huston argues, 'Le bilinguisme est une stimulation intellectuelle de tous les instants' (bilingualism is an unceasing intellectual stimulus) (1999: 46). Jacques' perceived acculturation is unlikely to be felt by his (French) interlocutors. The way he expresses himself throughout the text is sufficient proof that his language capital is still very much alive. His is an erudite style, full of imagery, extended metaphors, wellchosen, at times rare words, and extensive musings. This sophisticated language strives for accuracy and beauty. In this it seems truly the result of a 'nécessité esthétique,' an urge to write in a certain way and not another for aesthetic pleasure.
Coste's aesthetic inevitability seems also to dictate instances of mismatch between some characters' mother tongue and the language of their inner thoughts. The first few pages Sydney's slender plot is whether Jacques and Matilda will ever meet again, whether such cerebral connection will ever translate into any physicality, and whether their bilingual conversations will resume.
Sydney as a bicultural space
Being a central character roughly the age of the author and a university lecturer in Australia like him in the 1980s and 1990s, the temptation to see Jacques as the This is a wink, a mise en abyme, mirroring the intertwined themes of Days in Sydney.
The monotony of Jacques' existence is indeed compensated by its narrative attraction:
his literary ruminations on memory, life coincidences, mysterious connections between people and places, the power of works of art (such as the persistent mentions of Sydney Long's painting, The Music Lesson, also reproduced on the cover page), his compulsive repetitions, and the feeling of doom Jacques calls 'l'impardonnable' (15, 89) (the unforgivable). Peter Brower also foretells that Jacques' fate is dependent on Sydney's configuration. On his way to meeting Matilda for the first time in twenty years, Jacques has a fatal car crash on the Spit Bridge (214). Comments by other characters retrospectively take on a prophetic dimension on what will happen to Jacques at the end of that fateful week: 'Dans ce pays, on n'avait pas le temps de vieillir' (48) (In this country you didn't have time to get old); 'Les témoins étaient loin de se douter que la vie de Jacques était entrée dans une phase aussi confuse et chaotique' (118) (witnesses were miles away from guessing that Jacques' life had entered such a confused and chaotic phase); and again:
[Babette Northrop] était (…) de ceux à qui il racontait sa vie affective, comme s'il en essayait avec chacun d'eux le récit avec de minimes variantes pour trouver et enregistrer la version définitive, fixée dans une mémoire paradoxalement collective et délicate, pour après sa disparition. (149) ([Babette Northrop] was one of the people in whom he would confide his emotions, as if with each of them he was trying on a narrative speckled with minute variations so as to find out, and record a final version to be fixed after his demise in a memory paradoxically collective as well as delicate.)
The final ash-spreading scene brings together all the disparate characters for a last homage to Jacques Voisin: 'Jill thought that James Neighbour [aka. Jacques Voisin], whose ashes were now at sea, although he had never discovered the meaning of this (Coste 2006: 37) . The novel is therefore an exercise both in resisting a relativism that takes on various literary critical guises and in uniting universal differences.
One universal that Coste believes in is that, by essence, literature needs to steer clear of insipidity and sameness (38), otherwise texts are no more than formulaic potboilers. This is an appeal for aesthetic criteria to replace any other labelling. And if these criteria sound somewhat elusive, they nonetheless produce a novel like Days in Sydney, which far from being an exercise in aesthetic freedom is constrained by strict rules. One rule that may not be easily perceived by the average reader is the novel's composition along the shape of an ellipse, a 'facile but humorous metaphor' (Coste 2004: 48 What gives the novel its universal architecture, then, is the way the ellipses are firmly anchored in one place, the city of Sydney, a kind of peaceful 'contact zone' (Pratt 1991) where two world languages and cultures live side by side, harmoniously and meditatively. The novel is therefore a paradoxical demonstration of how to respect alterity and decentre the world, in short, how to write a truly 'world' text that is not quite global either. might only be one amongst many pre-conditions. The reader will principally have to share an interest in literary texts reading like multi-layered palimpsests that no-one, even 'bilingual' people, can ever fully 'possess.' By creating this original cultural object
Coste performs and upholds cultural Otherness as well as aesthetic Otherness.
